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during various stages of national security emergencies; and
(2) Identification of actions that
could be taken at the Federal and local
levels of government in the early
stages of a national security emergency or pending national security
emergency to mitigate the impact of or
reduce significantly the leadtime associated with full emergency action implementation.
§ 334.3 Background.
(a) The GMR system is designed to
take into account the need to mobilize
the Nation’s resources in response to a
wide range of crisis or emergency situations. GMR is a flexible decision making process of preparedness and response actions which are appropriate
to warning indicators or an event.
Thus, GMR allows the government, as
a whole, to take small or large, often
reversible, steps to increase its national security emergency preparedness posture.
(b) Crises, especially those resulting
in major military activities, always
have some political or economic context. As the risks of military action increase, nations undertake more extensive preparations over a longer period
of time to increase their military
power. Such preparations by potential
adversaries shape the nature and gravity of the threat as well as its likelihood and timing of occurrence. These
measures permit the development of
reliable indicators of threat at an early
time in the evolution of a crisis. Depending on the nature of the situation
or event and the nation involved, these
early warning indicators may emanate
from the political, socio-economic and/
or industrial sectors.
(c) The GMR system enables the nation to approach mobilization planning
and actions as part of the deterrent response capability and to use it to reduce the probability of conflict. Alternatively, if deterrence should fail, the
GMR system would enable the nation
to undertake a series of phased actions
intended to increase its ability to meet
defense and essential civilian requirements. The GMR system integrates the
potential strength of the national
economy into U.S. national security
strategy.

§ 334.4

§ 334.5
Definitions.

(a) Graduated Mobilization Response
(GMR) is a system for integrating mobilization actions designed to respond
to ambiguous and/or specific warnings.
These actions are designed to mitigate
the impact of an event or crisis and reduce significantly the lead time associated with a full national emergency action implementation.
(b) National security emergency is any
occurrence, including natural disaster,
military attack, technological emergency, or other emergency, that seriously degrades or threatens the national security of the United States.
(c) Mobilization is the process of marshalling resources, both civil and military, to respond to and manage a national security emergency.
(d) GMR Plans are those agency documents that describe, in general, the actions that an agency could take in the
early stages of a national security
emergency, or upon receipt of warning
information about a possible national
security emergency. These actions
would be designed to mitigate the impact of, or reduce significantly, the
lead times associated with full emergency action implementation. Such
plans are required by section 201(4)(b)
of Executive Order 12656.
(e) A Costed Option Package is a document that describes in detail a particular action that an agency could
take in the early stages of a national
security emergency. The general content of a GMR costed option package
includes alternative response options;
the resource implications of each option; shortfalls, costs, timeframes and
political feasibility.
§ 334.5

GMR system description.

The GMR system contains three
stages of mobilization activity (additional intermediate GMR stages may
be developed). For example, a Federal
department or agency might divide
‘‘Crisis Management’’ into two, three,
or more levels as suits its needs.
(a) Stage 3, Planning and Preparation.
During the planning and preparation
stage, Federal departments and agencies develop their GMR plans and
maintain capability to carry out their
mobilization-related responsibilities in
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